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This week, Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo gave the green light to a dramatic
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makeover of the French capital’s most famous avenue, the Champs Elysées.

1

Promising to turn the 1.4-mile (2.3 -kilometer) strip from the Place de La
Concorde to the Arc de Triomphe into an “extraordinary garden,” the city’s
$305 million plan, envisioned by architects PCA–Stream, will roughly halve
the space allotted to cars, greatly increase the area’s tree cover and seek to
encourage more small-scale shops along the avenue’s ﬂanks.
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retains its international tag as the “world’s most beautiful avenue,” the
Champs Elysées’ reputation among Parisians has been low for some time.
criticized in France for being polluted, congested, pricey and — thanks to
brand saturation and heavy tourism — even “ringarde,” a term probably
best translated as “passé.”
The current lack of love among locals for the Champs Elysées is an open

A greener, calmer Arc de Triomphe could be en route.
Rendering courtesy PCA-Stream
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completion by 2030, is arguably overdue. While the street still largely

Despite its grand buildings and dramatic vistas, the avenue has been widely
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The project, dubbed “Re-Enchanting the Champs Elysées” and due for

secret. A 2019 survey found that 30% of Parisians disagreed with the “most
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makeover of the French capital’s most famous avenue, the Champs Elysées.
Promising to turn the 1.4-mile (2.3 -kilometer) strip from the Place de La

Concorde to the Arc de Triomphe into an “extraordinary garden,” the city’s
$305 million plan, envisioned by architects PCA–Stream, will roughly halve
the space allotted to cars, greatly increase the area’s tree cover and seek to
encourage more small-scale shops along the avenue’s ﬂanks.
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brand saturation and heavy tourism — even “ringarde,” a term probably
best translated as “passé.”
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secret. A 2019 survey found that 30% of Parisians disagreed with the “most
beautiful” tag — a proportion that rose the closer respondents lived to the
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Promising to turn the 1.4-mile (2.3 -kilometer) strip from the Place de La
Concorde to the Arc de Triomphe into an “extraordinary garden,” the city’s
$305 million plan, envisioned by architects PCA–Stream, will roughly halve
the space allotted to cars, greatly increase the area’s tree cover and seek to
encourage more small-scale shops along the avenue’s ﬂanks.
The project, dubbed “Re-Enchanting the Champs Elysées” and due for
completion by 2030, is arguably overdue. While the street still largely
retains its international tag as the “world’s most beautiful avenue,” the
Champs Elysées’ reputation among Parisians has been low for some time.
Despite its grand buildings and dramatic vistas, the avenue has been widely
criticized in France for being polluted, congested, pricey and — thanks to
brand saturation and heavy tourism — even “ringarde,” a term probably
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retail oﬀerings feel like a very expensive airport. Strollers don’t come here

just to shop, of course, but with heavy vehicle traﬃc and large expanses of
heat-radiating asphalt, it isn’t an ideal spot for café terraces either.
As a result, locals are staying away. PCA-Stream’s investigations into ﬂows of
people in the area found that, once you discount people working in
businesses along the street, only 15% of pedestrians on the Champs Elysées
came from Greater Paris.
The new makeover won’t automatically make the street hip, but will
certainly make the avenue a more pleasant place to linger, much along the
lines of other greening, car-calming projects conducted already elsewhere
in Paris. Current renderings (still potentially susceptible to later adaptation)
show sidewalks roughly doubling in width while car lanes will be reduced to
four — even around the Place de L’Étoile, a multi-spoked intersection
connecting all the avenues essential for northwestern Paris’ circulation.
Generous bike tracks will ﬂank both sides, while the remaining vehicles are
shown in renderings (somewhat optimistically) as mixing peacefully with
pedestrians, suggesting an as-yet-unannounced reduction in speed will also
be introduced. This pedestrian space will be shaded by a newly doubled line
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And yet a calmer, more car-free Champs Elysées may still come as a shock.
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Europeans cities, including Brussels and Madrid, suggest it can —
more grand urban spaces could look forward to a less frenetic future.

